
Hands-On Report 

Castlevania: SotN 
Fantastic Four • Madden 64 

Gex 2 • Final Fantasy VII 
Deathtrap Dungeon • Croc 

Time Crisis • Nuclear Strike 
Pandemonium 2 • Frogger 

and more! 

SFEX+ Alpha Quake Colony Wars 
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me.WKip me. Just'don't Kit tkatQuit button.” Consid 

battle-cry. Tbtmfeing on tKe skeletal warrior^, zombies and count 

undead denizens. EacK on^ is pnotker ckance to.slice and dice like a Gi 

knife ^one bad. Or simply cast a spell on tKe eyjl priestess wkos done 



ig. Because in this cavernous maze pi devious traps, i t’s 

kout. cheating death at every turn, blurring that tine 

between pleasure and pain. And just-when you think 

c^rTt take it; anymore, c.onsider the alternative. 
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Feeling 
A Little 
Behind 
.The_ 

Times? 
• t i 

Call Now! 
1-900-PRE-VIEW 

$1.95/minute 

ELECTRONIC 
CUMING 
-MONTHLY 

Finally there’s an instant way to get the latest gaming 
information and interact with the game editors at ECM Z ECM 

without using snail mail or the Internet! 

LATEST NEWS £ GAMING GOSSIP 
Listen to the Q-Mann for the hottest news in the industry! 

REVIEW CREW 

no-holds-barred reviews! 

SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Tell us your reviews or strategies, then read ’em online- 
or maybe even in the next ECM and fCAt! 

<t big thing in ECM and ECM‘\ 

ECM2 
ELECTRONIC 
GJMMING 
===== MONTHLY 





Wiiy^should the military have ill the fun? Now yon too cagpjow people away fop across the’country. Saturn NetLink brings 
full screen, full speed online.gaming smack dab into yror sweet little home. When you’re done kicking long distance butt, 

surf the net, trade e-mail, or chat with others through the NetLink Browser* And now you can score a Saturn NetLink with 

two bonus games for a piddly $99Remember, someone, somewhere, wants to take you out. Get them first. 
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BESIDES DANGER 

AND INTRIGUE, 

TREASURES 
OF THE DEEP 

OFFERS SOMETHING 

THAT'S BEEN LACKING 

IN ACTION/ADVENTURE 

GAMES. 





What's the missing ingredient from action and 

adventure games? Salt water. Treasures of the 

Deepplaces you in the role of Jack Runyan, ex-Navy 

Seal. Your global treasure trek whisks you from the 

shark-infested Great Barrier Reef to the foreboding 

abyss of the Mariana Trench. You'll utilize lethal high- 

tech weaponry and submersibles as you explore sunken 

ships, battle sea monsters and thwart terrorists. 

Grab your scuba gear. It's time to dive into danger. 

ACTION AND 
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POWER and 

Ever feel like driving a Porsche'5’? Want to? The Alps Gamepad for 

offers you the power, performance, and handling you've been 

finely-tuned and tested controller designed by professional game pla 

needs of today's gamers. 

For more info visit us at 
www.interactive.alps.com 

800-720-ALPS 





• Exclusive PlayStation game console features 
including never before seen secret arenas, 
pumped up CD soundtrack, and full-blown 
support for the Sony analog control pad. 

• Over 60 sweltering arenas spread out over 6 
massive cities. 

• A massive arsenal of weaponry including 
groundbreaking sniper mode. Zoom in and|M 
off your enemies from over two miles awayK 

THEREFORE IT KILL! 



Descend into the all new psychotic world of Pandemonium 2 and twist 
reality inside out. Explore a whacked-out psychedelic landscape with 
Nikki's insane double jump-then dominate with Fargus' maniacal attacks 
by hurling his viper-tongued side-kick Sid for skull crushing good times. 
Navigate the undulating 3D hyper-kinetic backgrounds 'till it turns your 
brain to puddin'. Hey...it's a twisted new world of furious gameplay that'll 
devour you before you truly understand it. So have a good trip. 

Satisfy ^ill your needs',* wants and 
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i GoldenEye 007 ~a 
2 , Tetrisphere 01 

3 Int Superstar Soccer 

4 Star Fox61 

5 Blast Corps 

6 8 Mario Kart64 
_ 

7 9 Wave Race64 

8 9 Super Mario64 H 
9 Doom64 

10 6 NBA Hangtime 

■Bn PLAYSTATION , 

IT Final Fantasy VII (Spfe 
PlayStation/SCEA 1 Final Fantasy VII 0 

2 GoldenEye 007 
Nintendo 64/Nintendo 2 Madden NFL 98 0 

3 Madden NFL 98 0 
PlayStation/Electronic Arts '$8?/ 3 NFL GameDay ’98 0 

T NFL GameDay 98 ||| 4 Oddworld: Abe's Oddysee /'a 

5 Oddworld: Abe’s Oddysee 5 PaRappa the Rapper 0 

6 PaRappa the Rapper . | 6 MLB ’98 0 

7 Here’s Adventure (0 7 Bushido Blade 

8 i Tetrisphere 0 8 2 Ace Combat 2 0 

9 Warcraft II 0) 9 Discworld 2 

101 MLB ’98 m 
PlayStation/SCEA 10 16 Po»p°y @ 
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Top: The Second 
Coming, slated for 
this fall. Bottom: 
Preparing for her 
return. Opp page: 
Committed for life. 





• Electronic arts Deals with a Tiger 

• Konami Resurrects More Classics 

• Capcom's Pinal Pight EX 

• atari Coes all out in 3-D fighting 

• New Chipsets for Dural by NEC 

• Lara Croft appearance on NG4 



(AnD she's onE 0F the nicE onES.) 

Its Msec - Hie Dark Age. Hie most graphically stunning 3D fighting game to 

ever come home. In fact, Next Ccnention says/Mace is well on its wag to being 

the best 3-D fighting game for Nintendo 64”.' There are 10 death-seeking 

adversaries, two devilishly difficult bosses and seven hidden characters. Each one 

with a deadly weapon or two and so many moves and combos that youll need a 

high pain threshold just to watch. A word to the wise: if you're getting your face 

kicked in, we suggest you I# the 3D Dodge Button - it might just save your butt. 

Not to mention your life. 

EVERYTHinG'S A WEAPOn. 

IHeet rUmiRA. 

She'll break 

YOUR HEART, 

Crush your boties. 

Kick you irrro 

ALAVAPiT. 

Theii she'll SnEER 

ATYOURWEAPOa 

MA€E 

MIDWAY 





Here, the inner tiTY streets are uttered 
WITH WEAPONS OF All. SORTS. 
Some of your own making.__ 

Others ready-made and banned in most i 

ALL PROVIDE ENDLESS HOURS OF 

OF THE HIGHEST QUALITY, 
NO WONDER THIS CITY NEVER SLEEPS.* 
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SECRET MESSAGE: CHANGE CAN BE GOOD 



A MAGICAL PLACE WHERE ONLY WEIRDOS GO 
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Medieval Action 



| December 
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LEGEND of eldean 



Race The Road Less 

m 
i CPU racers. 



! ~ 
1 MET1SIJEGEL 

Traveled. 
Grand Tour Racing ” ’98 takes racing off the track. 
A Dakar off-road competition across the shores of Easter Island. 
A rally through Scotland. An Indy-car event in Moscow. 
Race on.. .and off the racetrack. Challenge the boundaries of 
six exotic locales in 40 high-speed vehicles. Master the most 
prestigious racing circuits around the globe for one of eight 
international teams. Join the Tour tough enough to earn the 
distinction as the official racing game from the #1 automotive 
publication. Car and Driver® presents Grand Tour Racing ’98. 

GARiRRIVER 

E1HIECHNYX” 

It’s A Big World. Race It. 
The Race Begins September 1997. 



TREAT TRICKMAN 
TERRY TO A HAPPY 

HALLOWEEN!! 



ON HAND SOON AT YOUR LOCAL RETAILER 

the VIDEO OAME CONTROL 

http://www.theglove.com 
Licensed by Sony Computer Entertainment America for use with the PlayStation game console. and Reality Quest are trademarks of 
PlayStation and the PlayStation logo are trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment, Inc. Reality Quest Corporation. 













^orry, tie don't have my jays tiith }-(etter names (ike 
“f-yu" or "Ken- ” k(so, none of us me namedafter some 

(ame-o game developer. 

_ We ** cMfrakthrcugh Env.ronments. That 
„eans I cm toss your sorry hurt out 

„ ticnlouu mi then kick it aga.n on 
the other Siie- 

M/e have 12- kick-ass day 
r fighters, iP environments, 

and tree-floating camera . 
fat do the others got? 

* M/e don't have any paiette- 
stiapped ninjas, no 

boring humans neither. 





Gamers have been battling console Al for 20 years. We look at 
two genres-sports and fighting-to find out who's winning and why. 



Just a Buncli ol Dumb Jocks? 
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How Much 
Time is Put 
Into Al? 









appear as a Pied Piper because the 
defenders took the wrong pursuit 
angles, causing them to fall behind him. 
The reason that this happened was 
because the game’s Al wasn’t predict¬ 
ing the future properly. As producer 
Steve Sims explains in simplistic terms, 
“Velocity equals distance over time.” 
By using a formula based on that, 
defenders can calculate where a player 
will be, and what angle he should take. 
Obviously, these algorithms weren’t 

All Brawl anil 1 Brains? 

► Room for Improvement 
Although there has been much 

progress in sports gaming Al in the last 
year, there’s still plenty of room for 

admits that Madden Football’s play call¬ 
ing “is still an area in which we can 
improve.” But that’s only one of many 

Whether it’s a football, hockey, or bas¬ 
ketball game, chances are that it isn’t 
as smart a sports game as it should be. 
But as consumers, your gaming dollars 

OK, enough with the team sports. 
Let’s see what Al’s been up to on the 
meaner side of gaming’s railroad tracks, 
in the mano-a-mano land of fighting 
games. Here, the Al’s attention isn’t scat¬ 
tered among the squads of opponents 
found in sports and action titles. Every 
megabit of the game’s brain is focused 
on guiding one character—your oppo¬ 
nent—who must fight with all the chop- 
socky skill, tenacity and unpredictability 
of a human player, or the game just ain’t 
worth playing. 

There are a million ways for CPU-con- 
trolled combatants to fight stupidly. They 
might let themselves be hammered over 
and over again by the same attack pat¬ 
terns. They might fight cheaply, using 
throws, projectiles and combos to drain 
your life gauge before you even land a 
punch. And they might fall victim to the 
same cheap tactics from human players. 

Fighting game fanatics have seen all 
these flaws before. And so have we. So 
we decided to take a look—from a play¬ 
er’s perspective—at how Al has evolved 
in fighting games, as well as how gamers 
have learned the tricks of each new gen¬ 
eration of supposedly smarter enemies. 
To keep things simple, we focused on the 
family of 2-D fighters that has eaten the 
most quarters in the last decade: the 
Street Fighter series. 

►Street Fighter 
The CPU-controlled opponents in 

this 1987 grandaddy of fighting games 
weren’t exactly braniacs. They each had 
about five patterns of attack and would 
follow them religiously. Adon, for 
example, would always start off the 

unleash several other powerful, 
predetermined attacks. So suc¬ 
cess in Street Fighter depend¬ 
ed more on rote memorization 
of opponent’s 

But then, the game that gave us 
Ryu, Ken and the fireball can be forgiv¬ 
en for being a little dumb. 

► Street Fighter II 
No more Mr. Dumb World Warrior. 

The opponents in this blockbuster 
were brilliant compared to the pattern¬ 
following drones of the first game. 
They made up their own patterns and 
didn’t skimp on the special moves. 

formed their specials a little too well. 
The computer-controlled Guile, for 
instance, never seemed bound by the 
same rules that players had to obey. 
He never needed to charge 
his Sonic Boom projec- 

A. 









off over and over again, thus making him 
as annoying to fight as Bosses 

Vega and Bison. Blanka’s horizontal roll 
was another example of a charge move 
that the Al could perform immediately. 

No matter. Players soon learned that 
certain patterns would defeat even the 
cheapest of the World Warriors. When 
battling Zangief, for instance, players 
could simply leap up with Ryu/Ken, per¬ 
form a Roundhouse Kick, and the big 
Russian would walk into the attack every 
time. In a way, the pattern problem of the 
first game was reversed. Now it was the 
player who could rely on the same 
attacks over and over again, while the 
computer opponents remained unable to 
cope with the repetitive onslaught. 

at least attempt to simulate charge 
moves. Guile, for instance, would hunch 
down for a split second before unleash¬ 
ing a Sonic Boom. No, he didn’t wait the 
required two seconds before letting it fly, 
but it was a step in the right direction. 

also more than able to deal with Ryu and | 
Ken’s Air Hurricane Kicks, so such cheap r 
airborne tactics were not nearly as effec- I 
tive as in the previous game. 

The bumping up of the game’s IQ I 
meant that computer-controlled enemies I 
didn’t have to battle so cheaply. For the I 



Tr yy cn 

your fate unless you can outwit Norway’s most lethal 
killer-Scissorman, You’ll have to become a master of 
stealth and deception to avoid being cut to ribbons in 
this blood-soaked horror adventure. 
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DEMON VS. DEMON. 
EVIL VS. EVIL. WHY IS 
EVERYONE FIGHTING? 



RESIDENT EVIL 
MONSTERS 



ENEMY ZERO’S 
ALIEN 

CLOCK TOWER’S 
SCISSORMAN 

Lii 





Visit cue *E&felTE www*interplay,com 
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Presenting a shooting game 

so intense it comes with it's 

>wn weapon. Time Crisis 

includes the formidable firearm 

pictured here, the original award-winning arcade shooting 

game, plus a whole new shoot- 

fest specifically created for the 

PlayStation* console. Full 3D 

i environments surround you 

with full 3D polygon enemies. 

Multiple modes include Story, 

Arcade and Time Attack, plus 

multiple endings. Blast away and 

k for cover as you exterminate the 

I element in a variety of hidden 

les. It's fast. It's frenzied. It's shoot first 

THE MOST 
ACCURATE 
GUN ON THE 
PLAYSTATION 
CONSOLE!!!!!!!! 

named 
'and do the chalk outline later. 



With the most accurate gun available for the PlayStation console, Time Crisis 



Hey kids. Get one free in specially marked boxes of Time Crisis: 



by Shawn Smith 

24 
Hours They say it’s 

in mSSSsSSS ■■ ■ another is physically big as well. First, the 

Cyber SHIS 
Space HHi 



“...it’s the 

“ng'for^deo^game5 fend" other) rented 

me: But don’t forget that many of you are 

time: 8:ooa.m. 



time: 10:30p.m. 
• LordChimp decides to check out the 



m | 
He holds more career records than any player in NHL history. And we took his speed, 

moves and cunning and put them right into Gretzky's '98 3D Hockey. It's not just a game. It’s an 
NHL war zone, with active trading, player stat cards and a new, advanced simulation mode that even 

the real Gretzky could have a hard time beating. Wanna piece of it? Get in line. It’s hrttin' the ice in November. 





Only 10% of 

weapons-grade 

nuclear material 

is subject 

to international 

safeguard. 



The 
. . 

remaining 

90% is subject 

to more 

extreme securi ty 

measures. 















i HEAVEN IS ANYTHING LIKE 

WRIGLEY FIELD ON A SATURDAY AFTERNOON, 

THEN DEATH WOULDN’T RE SUCH A BAD THING. 
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NCAA 1 - 8 8 8 -MY-HOUSE 

— 
To be the undisputed #1, you gotta mow through some 
serious traffic. Better check the road conditions first. 
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Prepare To Enter 

One Grand Pi 

>• ACT LABS Ps 

1 ACT LABS Psychopad . )un£con 
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Gooi thing. If il mere availablt 
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TO SEE A m» ^WEHTURE HEM. 



Help Croc, the crusadiny crocodile 
rescue his peace-loving Gobbo 
Islander friends from the vrasn of an 
evil magician, Baron Dante. Croc must overcome obstacles like lava flows and castle trap doors to battle monsters 
including swarminy sharks to yiant bees. Each island world brings a new adventure to Croc, as he hunts for powerful crystals and the 
pieces to the puzzle that will release his friends from the Baron's spell. 

'A 
Free roaminy 3D yameplay lets you yo anywhere as you run, jump, climb, push, swim 

' Breathtakinyly lush yraphics in over 50 amaziny environments indudiny forests, yl< 

www.foxinteractive.com 



SEE A NEW SET OF LUGGAGE. 
i 





Score 810.00 Off at SEA® oh 
"The Best Football Game Ever Hade" 

- Ultra Game Players 
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LOCK ON 
TARGET 

If you're holding a 

piece of crap... 

Get EagleMAX for PlayStation' 

Analog-Wheel-Digital 

modes and 16 HYPER 

Programmable functions. 

Drop the load. 

THE EAGLE HAS LANDED 









##< 
Shu Who?! 

The deadly Wei Kingdom challenges you 
* to do battle. 





should prove of the 

ie uses large 3D levels 
unique styles (...) filled 
> and ennemies that pos 
jus challenge to the pla 
Next Generation Online, Mai 

rish cartoon-style graphics 
gamers a fun-filled action 

platform experience.” 
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WESSIQfl 
Mini vim! 





y&n tvift cafk when. y&tv buy 
hi&rtzl K<^t^£ \lytk&l&gi*f: St\b-Z<ir& 

Get the game. Grab the postcard inside. Mail it in to enter. There’s a new winner every week 
So hurry. You get more shots at winning the faster you mail it in. 





GfiEf MILENKO 
Available e 
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L‘"I* *®re banned 
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Zeus has answered your prayers. And now, it’s time to take your 
place among the gods in this hot new PlayStation' game console 
adventure. Explore three worlds of 3-D gameplay right out of 

J^ney's Hercules movie-with the original character voices, soum 
"|ffects and music Mangle monsters like Hydra and the Cyclops. 
|Aiinate the Titans. Save Thebes from a hostile takeover. Hey, 
y|j|game can make you immortal! 

i Real-time 3-D landscapes 
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POUR 
are We Say, ‘It’s Clobberin’ Time?’ 

Gamer's* 



1 600 626 6254 Pro Fighter 

« Red Sight L< 

alternative. 
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YOU'RE SERVING 
UP MASSIVE 
miction and 
OADKILL 
w THE MAIN 

thJough a neighb^; ^0ck;eforepumme|i 

never was your strong seif " W,ndow- Ta« 

fV \ %- 4,**' i'°U'll n 
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ENTERTAINMENT 





WHOLES FAMILY! 

£ The.object is NOT TO WIN... 
KwltS make your opponent 

& Set up massive CHAIN REACTIONS 
MYSTIC QUADS to 

®cf ©gaSmsG © frfemd® 

(°Xv©cp BCMIBQ [DQDgfifDDa® 0©w©0s8 

(3]q©©8© ©ro©d]© eC^O© Q©mQ[p©[M©[ii ©t? 
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You’ve been warned 
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TEAM OT 



NHL 98 
EA. Sports' new hockey simulation brings 

high-resolution hockey to the PlayStation 
/ V! © 

— 



HARDWOOD HBmm 



(■Mima) 

ROCKED BY 

IIM THE 

SHELL 
KILLER 

FINAL 

EXCLUSIVE 
PLAYSTATION 
DEMO DISC 
PaRappa the Rapper 

Ace Combat 2 
Intelligent Qube 
Fighting Force 

non-playable demos: 

Tomb Raider 2 
NFL GameDay ’98 

FANTASY VII 
STRATEGY GUIDE 



players with authentic pla) 
books and formations 

Plus Customize Players and 
ms, General Manager Mode, 
djustable Real-Time Camera 

Movement Before the Snap. 

There is so much more in my 
lame... so get a move-on and 

check it out for yourself!” 
^Jimmy Johnson 

“The only NFL game good enough 
to put my name on it.” 

-Jimmy Johnson, Miami Dolphins 

Motivation, game tips, personnel 
ssessment and post-game analysis 

from Jimmy Johnson. 

Coach’s Clipboard 
Create your own custom 

plays and save them 
on memory card. 

One-Step" Play Calling. 
Choosing your play is as simple 

as pressing a button. 

?.n Pnccino interface. 



Back-to-Back Super Bowl Championships 

Four-Time NFL “Coach of the Year” 

36 Consecutive NCAA Victories 

yYJptUiSON'S 

Start Taking Notes. 

October 1997 



Current Favorites: 
I Kraig Kujawa - Madden WL 98 * ItfL GameOay 98 
■- -8 • Moto Racer GP 

n TEAM 232 
Sporting Game Reviews 

MADDEN NFL 98 • PLAYSTATION • EA 



lEflMRrful 
Sporting Game Reviews 



© iden Football, EA SPORTS, the EA SPORTS 



hap 





Letter of the MONTH 





Dazed look c? Dilated pupils? Rapid pulse? It's 
simply the body's way of protecting itself against 

Deathtrap Dungeon, Tomb Raider 2 
and Fightin 

notional shock may benefit from 
counseling or psychotherapy, what they usually 
need is mor e playing time. 

I 
1 

i 
f 

GIDOS 
You've been warned. 

i/.eidosinteractive.com 







November 1997 
• And much, much, MUCH more!!! 



BRE Software 
Credit Card Orders: (209) 432-2684 

B >4 Hour FAXBACK Information System: (209) 432-2644 | E-Mail: BREINF0@LIGHTSPEED.NE1 
www.bresoftware.com “KSSKSS 

Fantastic Friday 

Specials 

Send us your old games/systems 
Receive a check back or purchase other titles of your choice 

I Strategy 

Guides 

N64 

INTL SUPERSTAR SOCCER 54 9. 
KEN GRIFFY BASEBALL 59.95/32.00 
KILLER INSTINCT GOLD 49.95/25.00 

! LAMBORGHINI 64 59.95/30.00 
"■ ' 
K&w/Sp&s/etf 54-95/2600 

: I MK TRILOGY S4.9SI26.00 
MULTI RACING CHAMP 59.95/32.00 
NBA HANGTIME 59.95/28.00 
NHL BREAKAWAY 98 59.95/32.00 PILOTWINGS64 <*(*"*™ 

; ROBOTRON64 
STAR FOX 64 W/RUM RACK 
STAR WARS 

: 

%UPER 
NINTENDO 

|p.™» 2§|kS1s sSi 
ibz: HI IP?*" ill 

iKKUjfg I 

iSSSSSSST" “ 

§ 

5 SHS±Sifb‘ I 
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Send us 
your old 
systems 



SEGA SATURN 

Rockman: 



Funco Mail Order 

Want Something? Can’t 
Find It? 

WE’VE GOT IT! 
We Sell Previously Played 

Video Games and 
Accessories at Great Prices. 
We also Sell New Product! 

CALL FUNCO TODAY! 

612-946-8102 













Our goal is to preserve classic video game magazines so that 
they are not lost permanently. 

People interested in helping out in any capacity. 
Please visit us at www.retromags.com 

profit is made from these scans, nor do we offer anything 
available from the Publishers themselves. 

If you come across anyone selling releases from 
site. Please do not support them and do let us know. 


